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The traditional criminal administration of justice regards the suspects and 
defendants as the centre， promotes the operation of the criminal judicial process  by 
constructing  of the rights of  suspects and defendants. As the protector of the social 
relationships， the country declares to the criminal guilty， condemns through the 
criminal judicial process， thus make justice upheld. But the antagonism of the 
administration of justice will further worsen the relations between the victims and 
criminals. The criminal conciliation system is favorable to the solution to these 
problems. The construction of the criminal conciliation system not only involves the 
criminal substantive law but also involve the content of the criminal procedure law. 
We should seek a reasonable procedural mode from the perspectives of criminal substantive and 
procedural law. Besides foreword and conclusion， this dissertation  is divided into 
four chapters:  
Chapter one summarized the intension of criminal reconciliation， the overseas 
development of such system, the applicable target and context.  
Chapter two expounded the fact that criminal conciliation is a system implanted 
under the criminal substantive law and criminal procedure law， which  both involve 
a series of value intension such as the justice，efficiency of the law as other legal 
systems. It not only accords with the value of legal justice but also facilitates the 
realization of efficiency.  
Chapter three pointed out that criminal reconciliation system accords with the 
particular values of the criminal substantive law and does not violate several basic 
principles of such law, based on the theory analysis of related penalty. 
Chapter four suggested the system implementation must be based on the basis of 
enough theories support and realistic feasibility. Criminal conciliation system as one 
criminal judicial system， has many valuable points from the perspective of criminal 















scholars have proposed the theory basis in  procedure law， which are enough to 
support the reasonable construction of criminal reconciliation system. There are 
several kinds of criminal conciliation modes suitable for choosing.  
The conclusion of the article is: Construction of criminal reconciliation system 
accords with justice and efficiency idea from basic law values. On one hand， it can 
accord with the basic value of the criminal substantive law, can be well coordinated 
with the basic principles of criminal law; On the other hand， it meets the needs of 
judicial reality in the context of procedural subject theory and restorative justice theory. 
Likewise， the possibility of construction of criminal reconciliation system still exists 
in the framework of the judicial process. According to the conditions of our country，
such construction should be concentrated on the use of people's mediation system. 
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